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DIGITAL ECONOMY: MAIN CONTENT

ICT is transforming business, government, and society 
underpinning a growing digital economy that will shape the 
way we live, work, and play in the future. Digital Economy 
course aims to improve students' knowledge about 
digitization, and digitalization activities from a socio-
economic as well as managerial perspective. 

Digital Economy course especially emphasizes the role of 
information and communication technologies in our lives 
and in the institutions that surround us. 

Which
Institutions?



DIGITAL ECONOMY, A DEFINITION

The term digital economy was brought to attention in western economies in 1995 by Don 

Tapscott in his book « The Digital Economy: Promise and Peril in the Age of Networked

Intelligence ». 



DIGITAL ECONOMY, A DEFINITION

The tech expert explains in his book that ICT innovations are having a big impact on the way

companies organize their value offer, but no less importance must be given to the strategies

applied to spread these innovations on the markets. 



DIGITAL ECONOMY, A DEFINITION

ICT innovations

Strategies

Markets

The interest in digital technology and the ICT world has recently increased thanks to the user-

friendly design of these innovations that have made possible their large-scale distribution, 

resulting in a dramatic impact of the tech world on consumer behavior, globally.



« The Digital Economy incorporates all economic activity reliant on, or

significantly enhanced by the use of digital inputs, including digital

technologies, digital infrastructure, digital services and data (…) »

(OECD 2020:35)

Despite the growing importance of digital technologies in the global economy, a 

shared definition of Digital Economy has not yet been proposed.

In 2020, the OECD offers a roadmap for measuring the effects of the Digital 

Economy on the countries belonging to the G20. 

DIGITAL ECONOMY, A DEFINITION

https://www.oecd.org/sti/ieconomy/



DIGITIZATION & DIGITALIZATION

Digitization indicates the conversion of analog information into digital format

Digitalization indicates the application of digital technologies in production and 

consumption activities. 

This first clarification concerns the integration of old activities in the digital world, 

up to new business processes completely developed in the digital environment. 

This split of the Digital Economy into digitization and digitalization also makes us 

understand how old jobs and roles developed in the non-digital environment are 

undergoing a profound transformation. 



https://www.oecd.org/going-digital/topics/measurement/



Q&A

Do you believe the empowerment and the well-being boosted by the digital 

economy are shared by all users worldwide? 



59% of the global population have Internet access

4.54 billion people

But 41% of the population cannot participate in Digital

Economy

We should still consider the gender gap, and the age gap

Some GAPs need to be mentioned



Bridge the digital divide to actively participate in the Digital Economy

Some GAPs need to be mentioned



DIGITAL ECONOMY: A DOUBLE FACET

The study Digital report 2022 focuses on consumer behavior on a 

global scale, the users of the goods and services distributed on 

marketplaces (or better said, marketspace to indicate the online market).

However, the Digital Economy can also be observed through its other

facet, that of the companies that innovate their value offers through

digital technologies.
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SUSTAINABLE AND DISRUPTIVE INNOVATIONS
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THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL INNOVATIONS ON BUSINESS MODELS
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THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL INNOVATIONS ON BUSINESS MODELS

Bison S., Aouf H., Accossato N., Pisani C., Cambier A. (2022)
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THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL INNOVATIONS ON BUSINESS MODELS

Bison S., Aouf H., Accossato N., Pisani C., Cambier A. (2022)
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THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL INNOVATIONS ON BUSINESS MODELS

https://fou
rweekmba.
com/how-
does-
twitter-
make-
money/



Haenlein, M. and Kaplan, A. (2019)

1940 AI first 
tentatives

AI Evolution

Deep Learning





Artificial Intelligence: its applicability to the various
activities carried out by human beings risks being
potentially disruptive to the current socio-economic
equilibrium

in the G20 economies, 14% of existing jobs 
could disappear due to automation 
activities over the next 15 to 20 years

32% of jobs could radically change due to 
automation activities

OECD (2020)





Artificial
Intelligence

Machine 
Learning Robotics

Artificial
Neural 

Networks

Statista (2020)



What about that?

https://renaissancerachel.com/best-ai-writing-tools/



Paragraph AI



Paragraph AI

THE RESULT:

The future of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) looks very promising. With the advent
of the third wave of ICT, we are seeing a rapid
proliferation of technologies that are revolutionizing the 
way we interact with the world. This wave of ICT is
characterized by the convergence of computing, 
communication, and information technologies, as well
as the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT). This 
wave of ICT is enabling us to create new, innovative 
solutions that are transforming industries, businesses, 
and even our everyday lives. I am very optimistic about 
the future of ICT and the impact it will have on our lives.

Written with ParagraphAI.



Rytr



Rytr

THE RESULT

As ICT continues to developed, it has gone through 
different stages of growth. This is known as the three 
waves of ICT – The first wave covers the emergence and 
development of the internet, the second wave covers the 
applications and business models that come with it and 
finally, we are currently in the third wave which is 
focused on artificial intelligence (AI) technologies.
Scenario analysis reveals what can be expected from ICT 
development over time. We will look at how different 
elements such as technology infrastructure, user adoption, 
social impact, governance implementation affect ICT’s 
future development trajectory as well as examine possible 
future scenarios that could arise from this.



My recent case study …

https://www.euronews.com/next/2022/11/08/ai-
writing-is-here-and-its-worryingly-good-can-writers-
and-academia-adapt



O t h e r p o s s i b i l i t i e s f r o m g e n e r a t i v e A I



O t h e r p o s s i b i l i t i e s f r o m g e n e r a t i v e A I

At the start of 2022, there were hardly any AI text-to-image generators 

available to the public, but with DALL-E finally becoming available in 

beta in July and Stable Diffusion being released a month later, there 

are now suddenly an array of AI image generators vying to be the 

best software on the market.

So if you’re feeling confused about which AI Image generator you 

should use in 2023, this is a complete guide to the best options out 

there.

https://petapixel.com/best-ai-image-generators/

https://petapixel.com/2022/07/20/ai-image-generator-dall-e-is-now-available-in-beta/
https://petapixel.com/2022/08/23/open-source-ai-image-generator-stable-diffusion-released-to-the-public/


O t h e r p o s s i b i l i t i e s f r o m g e n e r a t i v e A I



O t h e r p o s s i b i l i t i e s f r o m g e n e r a t i v e A I

My result from
DALL-E 
application



O t h e r p o s s i b i l i t i e s f r o m g e n e r a t i v e A I

https://petapixel.
com/best-ai-
image-
generators/



W h a t c a n  y o u d o  w i t h G e n e r a t i v e A I

Writing AI

Blog idea and outline
Blog section writing
Brand name
Business idea pitch
Business ideas
Call to action
Copywriting framework AIDA
Copywriting framework PAS
Cover letter
Email
Facebook, twitter, linkedin ads
Google search ads
Interview questions
Job descriotion
Keyword extractor
Keywords generator
Landing page & website copies
Etc



B u t  a l s o…



B u t  a l s o…



B u t  a l s o…



B u t  a l s o…



Question

As consumers, are we happy about these technological developments?

Which one is more interesting/scaring/impressive in your opinion?



Social

Consumers’ experiences with AI

Puntoni, et. Al., 2021



Onlife

Radical impact of information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) on the human condition: modify

relationships to ourselves, to others, and to the world.



Onlife



Onlife

The deployment of information and communication technologies (ICTs) and 

their uptake by society radically affect the human condition, insofar as it 

modifies our relationships to ourselves, to others and to the world. 

The ever-increasing pervasiveness of ICTs shakes established reference 

frameworks through the following transformations:

i.the blurring of the distinction between reality and virtuality;

ii.the blurring of the distinctions between human, machine and nature;

iii.the reversal from information scarcity to information abundance; 

iv.the shift from the primacy of entities to the primacy of interactions.



Onlife

We believe (see the Preface that introduces The Manifesto) that 

ICTs are not mere tools but rather environmental forces that are 

increasingly affecting:

1. our self-conception (who we are);

2. our mutual interactions (how we socialize);

3. our conception of reality (our metaphysics); and

4. our interactions with reality (our agency).
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